Abstract

Pilgrimage studies to holy sites in early modern Palestine and Egypt have ignored Christian Arabic writings. This paper examines three accounts written by Orthodox and Catholic pilgrims to St. Catherine’s monastery in Sinai and to Jerusalem and other parts of Palestine in the years 1637, 1753, and 1755. It shows the popularity of pilgrimages among Christian Arabs and the interactions they had with the various religious communities in the Ottoman world. The pilgrimage accounts show a thriving Christian Arab culture in the middle of a Muslim empire, and they present the views and experiences of pilgrims in their own words – challenging, on numerous occasions, the descriptions of Christian Arabs that appear in contemporaneous European sources.
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The Christian Arabs constituted a sizeable minority in the Ottoman Empire in the early modern period (1517–1798). Unlike the imperialized peoples of the Americas in that same period, these “subjects of the sultan,” to use Suraiya Faroqi’s title, left a vast body of writings in their own language, Arabic, that reflected a vibrant religious culture. One expression of that culture was pilgrimage accounts to holy sites in Palestine and Egypt – a subject that has been ignored in pilgrimage studies in favor of European accounts. But large
numbers of Christians from Bilad al-Sham and Egypt annually travelled to Palestine and to St. Catherine’s monastery in Mount Sinai. Their writings recorded Christian voices, telling of experiences sometimes quite different from the European accounts.

Daniel Goffman once noted that the minority communities in the Ottoman Empire “have been examined (and often continue to be examined) autonomously, with minimal regard to the Muslim state and society of which they were a part and which helped mold their unique characteristics.” Given that the “geographical literature of the Christian Arabs consists, nearly completely, of descriptions of pilgrimage to the Holy Land/Palestine, and to Sinai,” the Arabic texts shed light on the pilgrimage tradition among them at the same time that their accounts illustrate their sense of place in the Ottoman dominions. Specifically, the texts show the exposure of Arab pilgrims to the religious diversity in the empire and the continuity of Christian piety under Islamic rule.

The first Christian Arabic pilgrimage account written after the Ottoman conquest of Bilad al-Sham and Egypt dates from 1635–36 and describes the journey to the Monastery of St. Catherine in Sinai. A certain monk, Afram, wrote to his addressee, a “lover of Christ,” who had asked him to describe the site and the routes from “Egypt” (Cairo), Gaza, and al-Quds al-Sharif. Drawing on his own memories of visits, along with readings of tawarikh (books of history), and the Bible (including the Book of Judith), Afram started with practical advice about the food supplies the pilgrim should take, the water sources on the trek, and the camels that would be needed, “because the wilderness can only be traversed by camels.” The route, he noted, was the same as the one used by the Egyptian Muslim hajj, which starts in Cairo, but while “most of the [Muslim] hujjaj pilgrims and merchants sail from this town [Suez] to the Hijaz,” the Christians take a route that is biblical in its history. It recalls the pharaoh’s pursuit of the Israelites and Moses’ crossing of the sea of Qilzim (the Ottoman name for the Red Sea). Appealing to the allegorical interpretation of the exodus narrative, Afram asserted that Moses had drawn the sign of the cross after which the pharaoh and his army were drowned. Throughout the account, Afram combined biblical lore with current geographical information: Moses led the Israelites through the wilderness with its twelve water sources and seventy palm trees; and the port on the Red Sea received ships from India bringing spices, and from Sind, Aden, and Yemen.

On arrival at the monastery, Afram and the pilgrims were welcomed warmly. Half a century earlier, in 1598, a group of pilgrims that included the Franciscan friar Christopher Harant and his brother-in-law had been kept waiting until the evening: the monks inside the monastery feared attacks by Bedouin marauders. Records of fifteenth- and sixteenth-century contracts between the monks and the Bedouins show that there had been assaults on the monks but that Bedouin tribal leaders tried to curb such aberrations. They had set penalties on miscreants: a camel was to be given to Shaykh al-‘Arab (the leader) if any Bedouin assaulted a boy going or returning from the orchards with fruit; and a camel if a Bedouin stayed after the Friday prayer and
insulted the monks; and a camel if a Bedouin asked a monk to loan him money or demanded a gift or a mattress or a cover. By the 1630s and 1640s, the situation had changed: the monks had bought their safety by offering cloth, headgear, and silver to local Bedouin chieftains. Afram mentioned no danger as he described the entrance to the “holy monastery” through the artax (narthex), to the right of which was the brass serpent that Moses had wielded (Numbers 21:9). Inside the main church, he continued, there are twelve columns with images of martyred saints and their feast days. To the right of the altar is the body of the “saint, glorious among the martyrs, Katrina, whose holy body is inside a marble urn with three iron locks. Above it are three lamps that burn night and day.” Behind the altar to the east is the Church of the Burning Bush where God appeared to Moses, and to the south is the cave in which repose the bodies of “the fathers of Tur Sina Waraytu who had been killed by the barbar.” Numerous chapels are dedicated to saints, and near one of the chapels in the northern part of the monastery is a water source, the “Gazelle Well,” and a pomegranate tree, planted at the time the monastery was built. “The tree reveals a great mystery: every year it bears as many pomegranates as there are monks in the monastery.”

Curiously, and while describing the chapels, Afram made no mention of the mosque that stood in the middle of the monastic complex. It had been built during the reign of the Fatimid caliph, al-Hakim bi-Amr Allah (reg. 996–1021), and as a 1518 contract between the monks and local Bedouins showed, the monks were responsible for maintaining the mosque and caring for its muezzin; they were also obligated to host Muslim travelers by offering them food and assistance. Although he made no reference to the mosque, Afram mentioned the gate in the northern wall from which the monks lowered for the ‘Urban (Bedouins) a quffa (basket) full of bread. He then told a story that the monks had privately relayed to him, quite different from what European pilgrims narrated. In the past, the “‘Arab” and the barbar so harassed the monks that the latter decided to abandon the monastery. In addition, the monastery had become infested with venomous snakes and scorpions, and so “the monks ascended the Mountain of God [Sinai], to receive [the saint’s] blessing after which they were to depart.” As they were descending, he continued, the Mother of God appeared to them, but they did not recognize her and took her for one of the “queens of the ‘Arab, her face shining like the sun.” She told them to return to the monastery, promising them supplies and support until the end of time. She also assured them that they would never encounter snakes or scorpions or any other harmful creatures. She then ascended into the sky and disappeared. At that point, the fathers realized that she was the Mother of God and so, they built a church for her on that spot. When they returned to the monastery, they found two hundred camels laden with grain, oil, and other foods that had been delivered, as the porters reported, by “a lightly bearded monk by the name of Moses who had gone into the monastery.” They searched for him but could not find him, but when they all entered the monastery, the “‘Arab” immediately identified him when they looked at the large mosaic in the Basilica of the Transfiguration, which included Moses, the standing figure to the left of Jesus. Thereafter, the monastery was cleansed of the snakes.
Figure 1. Ceiling of the Basilica of the Transfiguration, Sinai, Egypt. © CCA (Centro di Conservazione Archeologica, Rome).

The monk’s description of the “‘Arab” shows that there was cooperation at the same time that there was tension:

The monks are in constant jihad with the ‘Urban . . . who come daily to the monastery and eat and ask for many things, other than bread. They always strike and insult the monks because in that wilderness there is no governor, judge, or ruler – only the ‘Arab, a barbarous people, evil, and murderous.17

Evidently, there were good and bad “‘Arabs” – those who plundered and those whose queen looked very much like the Virgin Mary. Afram continued with descriptions of the cells and the chapel of “St. Catherine’s of the Franks,” which had been built by “ifranj [Franks] visitors,” showing that the schism of 1054 had had no impact on European Catholic pilgrimage to this site.18 He mentioned the orchard where the Israelites carved the golden calf, which they had worshipped at Horeb, next to which was the kamantir (crematorium), where “the bodies of the monks miraculously exuded no foul smell.” At this point, Afram reminded his reader that no woman could enter the monastery, “even if she is a queen – nor female animals, nor an amrad prepubescent (beardless) boy, unless he is visiting.”19 There were also the chapels and cells on the mountain of St. Catherine, including the cave where John Climacus (579–649) stayed for forty years. While abbot of the monastery, he wrote
Sullam al-faḍa’īl (The Ladder of Divine Ascent), a book that Afram and his addressee knew – and which was frequently copied by the monks, as the five Arabic copies in the library attest.\(^{20}\)

Afram ended his account by urging “my dear brother” to visit the monastery – all the way from Jerusalem via Hebron and then Gaza to Arish and finally to Holy Mount Sinai. All the toil of the journey would be worth it when the pilgrim arrived to receive the intercession of Moses the Prophet, Mary the Mother of God, blessed Saint Catherine, and all the saints. Travel was safe, the monks were welcoming to all, and the “‘Arab” were largely cooperative.

In writing the account, Afram shows that there was interest among Arab Christians of the Ottoman regions in the monastery about which they seemed to know little.\(^{21}\) But while they were curious about the monastery, the more accessible site for them was Jerusalem and Palestine about which pilgrimage records are numerous. In the middle of the sixteenth century, the poet ‘Isa al-Hazzar made a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, possibly having started in Bilad al-‘Ajam, or Iran,\(^{22}\) and wrote a few lines of verse about it. At the end of that century, an anonymous monk wrote Kitab tawarikh Bayt al-Maqdis wa ma bihi min ‘ja’ib (The Book of the Histories and Wonders of Jerusalem).\(^{23}\) It described Jerusalem to “you pious Christians, men and women, old and young.” The author monk was aware that his Orthodox Church had lost some of its holy sites to the Catholics, the Franks, and the Muslims, and one subtext to the glorification of Orthodoxy in this pilgrimage-cum-homily was the irritating intrusion by the non-Orthodox onto the holy sites. The author did not express alarm as he mentioned the intruders, but he clearly wanted to alert his congregation to the presence of rivals.

In 1668 the Iraqi Catholic priest, Ilyas al-Musalli, visited Jerusalem and wrote the following brief recollection:

[On the way from Baghdad to the “sepulcher of Christ”] We traveled a deserted road, and as we were halfway across, we were attacked by Bedouin robbers. We fought and drove them away. It was Easter Sunday. We were twelve people and they were a hundred, but because of our guns and the power of God we prevailed. From there we continued to Damascus, and from Damascus to Noble Jerusalem [al-Quds al-Sharif], where I was blessed by visiting the holy sites. A few days later, I returned to Damascus and then went to Aleppo.\(^{24}\)

All pilgrims faced dangers similar to Ilyas’s which is why Ottoman governors tried to protect the routes – especially for Muslim pilgrims since security to Bayt Allah in Mecca was one of their religious responsibilities.\(^{25}\) The title of the sultan, after all, included Khadim al-Haramayn, Servant of the Two Holy Shrines. Like other pilgrims, Ilyas traveled in a group, apparently without a janissary escort, which is why they attracted the robbers.\(^{26}\) The pilgrims fought back and succeeded because of their firearms – a rather curious image of monks wielding guns in the Ottoman dominions.\(^{27}\)

There were also the two pilgrimages to Jerusalem by Bulus, son of Makarius, the 141\(^{st}\) Orthodox patriarch of Antioch:
In the seventh year of the patriarchate of my father, 7150 [1654 CE], he went to visit holy Jerusalem [Urushalim], accompanied by sixty Aleppans, among whom were priests and deacons. And what a visit it was! Unforgettable, to be recalled with joy in future times. We spent all our time in godly happiness and spiritual fulfillment. We prayed and chanted and celebrated. We held continuous prayers, accompanied by music and singing of hymns. We were joined by the Jerusalemites who followed us, walking when we walked, and halting when we halted. From Qara, we left them and went in the direction of Yabroud [Syria].

Bulus and his companions went on to visit Orthodox villages – including the Aramaic-speaking Ma'loula where there was the monastery of Saint Takla, reputed pupil of St. Paul, where her remains were kept; above the village on the mountain was the Byzantine-old convent of Mar Sarkis. When the pilgrims returned to the “holy lands and other places” in April, they stayed for two days at the Monastery of Mar Saba near Bethlehem where they saw the nearly 14,000 monastic cells [sic] carved into rocks in the valley. After St. Thomas Sunday (celebrated by the Orthodox Church in mid-April), they left Jerusalem for Damascus. Throughout their pilgrimaging, they visited tombs of patriarchs and churches, publicly giving expression to their faith in hymns and chants, appearing less as pilgrims in an act of penance and more like Chaucerian pilgrims – but without women.

The stops that Bulus mentioned throughout his account confirm the numerous “small pockets” of Christians in Palestine, Lebanon, and Syria.

While it is nearly totally focused on Russia and the journey there, Bulus’s account furnishes a glimpse of the Christian Arab pilgrims’ sense of the Ottoman world. In Aleppo, Muslims, Christians and Jews, Bulus reported, went to the shrine of one Shaykh Abu Bakr to celebrate the arrival of special water brought from Persia to repel locusts. At the head of the procession were the Muslims who sang in Arabic, followed by the Christians who chanted in Greek, and together, they went around the wall of the city, in a most orderly fashion. Bulus came from a strong Arabic cultural background and found no difficulty in celebrating religious cooperation with Muslims. He recalled that when Sultan Murad IV passed through Aleppo on his way to the conquest of Baghdad in 1638, “All the Christian communities welcomed him with precious cloth which they spread on the sides of the road. . . It was a memorable day, recalled by all future generations. . . to see the sultana al-ifranjiyya [the French sultana], his wife preceding him by three days with a large number of carriages.” Evidently, there was excitement at the news of a French wife of the sultan, especially in a city with a French Catholic contingent of traders and missionaries. As the Christian community in the city celebrated Easter, the sultan joined them and so much enjoyed himself that “he gave 1000 piasters” to the congregation.

Later, and in writing about regions that were exclusively Muslim, Bulus still expressed a sense of belonging. In Konya, the burial site of the Sufi poet Jalal al-Din al-Rumi (1207–73), the travelers delighted in the mahabba (love) for “the Nasara and
the monks” that was expressed by the “dervishes.”

Throughout their travels, they felt no more danger as Christians than others who traveled and suffered from highway robbers, shortage of provisions, and rough weather.

A few years later, in 1393 AH as he wrote (1676 CE), monk Tawadrus stopped at the monastery of Saydnaya outside Damascus on his way “to Bayt al-Maqdis [Jerusalem] to pray in those noble places”; and in 1689, the Lebanese priest ‘Awn Farah wrote in his diary that he “visited Jerusalem” with a group of clerics and “two boys and others” where they stayed for six months. A few years later, the Syriac Orthodox bishop Danha from Mardin in eastern Turkey went on pilgrimage to Jerusalem where he converted to Catholicism. So angry was his congregation of Jacobites that they poisoned him. A treatise written by Makarius, Bulus’s father, and copied on 1 Shawwal 1103 (16 June 1692 CE), presents a history of Palestine and other regions of Orthodoxy based on the writings of the Greek Church Fathers (many of whom are mentioned by name), with a few asides:

We should visit the land where our Lord Christ was born, and which carries the marks of his feet. There he traveled widely and performed miracles and wonders [ayat]. That is why it has become glorified. There the apostles followed him. That land is called Palestine, as Damianos writes about it in his fourteenth chapter.

St. Irenaeus said about Jerusalem in his seventeenth letter that it is not provided with water from below, like Egypt, nor is its grass in need of water. Rather it awaits the seasonal rains from above because the land is full of stones. . . . Palestine was given its name from Philistim, but they did not use the name accurately and thus called it Filastin.

The text continues about the early history of the land, with various references to bishops, bishoprics, and ecclesiastical changes. The Christian past is the only past that Makarius recognizes, but as he is describing Jerusalem, he adds:

This city of Jerusalem remained in the hands of the Christians after Christ’s ascension for 620 years. Then it was taken, in peace, by ‘Umar ibn al-Khattab. The Islam[ic people] kept it until the year 1099 after the birth of Christ. It was freed from their bondage by Godfrey the Frank. In the year 1087 after the incarnation of Christ it was returned, in peace, and by the consent of the Christians, to Salah al-Din. Then, after another period, it was returned, in peace, to the Franks who kept it for 42 years. Then the Moroccans [Fatimids] took and kept it, then the Circasians, and lastly, in the year 1517 after the incarnation of Christ, Sultan Selim conquered it and it has remained in their [Ottoman] hands until now.

But this is a mere digression, after which Makarius returns to the biblical history and specifically to the Orthodox ecclesiastical legacy.
Numerous episodic descriptions of Jerusalem and Palestine appear in Arabic Christian sources. Many pilgrims visited the city with their families: the Maronite patriarch of Aleppo, Istfan al-Duwayhi, mentioned that in 1668, he went on pilgrimage with his mother and his brother; the latter subsequently gained the title of hajj. Other pilgrims so frequently described their experiences to their communities that the sites and the journey to Palestine became quite familiar among Christian Arabs – which might explain the absence of detailed written accounts. As Donald R. Howard noted in his study of pilgrimage in Europe, although there were nearly 200,000 pilgrims annually to Canterbury, “It must have been too familiar to deserve written accounts.” And so, the next surviving pilgrimage account in Arabic is, again, about St. Catherine’s Monastery, in the year 1753. The Jerusalemite Khalil al-Sabbagh al-Shami (originally from Syria, but living in Jerusalem), started his journey from Cairo accompanied by the abbot of the monastery and fifty-six other Christians “from various countries and speaking various languages.” Sabbagh did not mention the nationalities or the languages of the pilgrims, but when they reached the stone of Moses on their final leg of the journey, all dismounted – the patriarch, the visitors, and the ‘Urban guides – to kiss the stone. Christians and Muslims, Arabs and ifranj shared in the veneration of the Moses landmark. When they arrived at the monastery, the monks came out to welcome the abbot with hymns and shooting in the air. The monastery and its surrounding were safe, and the ‘Urban joined in the celebrations of welcome; also, as Sabbagh noted later, the ‘Urban attended the evening liturgy on the feast of St. Catherine (25 November). Again, it is interesting that monks were armed and that bells were ringing loudly – at the edges of the Ottoman world – a noticeable change since the French pilgrim Morison wrote over half a century earlier.

The layout of the site had remained the same since Afram’s account, but now there were numerous additions inside the churches and the chapels. The monastery had received many gifts from pilgrims: the lanterns and icons along with the gold and silver ecclesiastical decorations show that the Muscovites, al-Maskub, along with other Europeans, had been regular visitors. One of the icons donated by the Russians was dated 1713; the lamps were made in Venice; the chandelier was made in Austria; and the “seven lanterns … made of silver plated in gold, [were] made by the Muscovites.” The monastery was also a place of scholarship: 2,000 manuscripts in the “Philiotikion, which means the library,” including 400 manuscripts in Arabic. Sabbagh was so drawn to the beauty of the monastery that he described it as equal to paradise: “Whoever enters it thinks himself in paradise.” Sabbagh joined the monks in meals and liturgies, and described the celebrations, the chanting, the ringing of bells, the lighting of candles in front of the numerous icons, and the food they were offered: beans and dried fish and black olives. As it was the feast of St. Catherine, the guests were offered grapes and “good wine,” and later, five apples and five pomegranates, after which they drank a glass of arak. There was also coffee – mentioned twice in the account – showing that the drink was available even in that remote part of Sinai. Hospitality was vivacious: the monastery was prospering.

For Sabbagh, the highlight of the visit was the veneration of the relics of St.
Catherine: her left hand “to her wrist,” and her skull, “skinless.”

But, another relic was now available for veneration: the right hand of the fourth-century virgin saint, Marina of Antioch – showing the link between this Orthodox monastery and the other major Orthodox monastery and pilgrimage site in the Arab regions of the Ottoman world: Saydnaya, where St. Marina was venerated. There were two silver candelabra, “made by the Maskub” above the reliquary, and under the marble pedestal an Arabic inscription stated that Master Nasrallah al-Shaghuri had repaired the marble in the year 1715. This writing in Arabic reminded Sabbagh of the Arabic inscription on one of the iron gates of the monastery:

> The monastery of Saint Catherine was built on the mountain of munajat [colloquy], by the poor to God and seeker of His mercy, the royal king, Rumi in denomination, Justinian, to commemorate him and his wife Theodora for all times – in the place where God blessed the land and everything thereon. And he is the best of those to inherit God’s blessing. It was finished thirty years into his reign in the year 6021 After Adam, 527 After Christ.

The inscription in Arabic was meant for Arab readers and visitors who were to remember with praise the Christian emperor and his wife; curiously, there was no mention of the Ottoman sultan. The fact that this inscription was in Arabic – there were many others in Greek – raises the question about the Arab monks in the monastery. How many of the monks were Arabs is difficult to gauge because there is no mention of names at all in the account (nor did Afram before him mention names of resident monks). In the late tenth century, Solomon, Bishop of Mount Sinai, added notes in Arabic to copies of manuscripts, one of which he had brought from Damascus: as Mark N. Swanson observes, the books were “part of a library of Christian literature in Arabic that would readily be available to the monks in the monastery.”

Other Arabic manuscripts in the library from that century to the fourteenth century attest to a thriving Arabic theological culture. In 1536, the preface to one manuscript included reference to its scribe, the Arab monk (katibihi al-khuri al-‘Arabi), and in 1574, another preface mentioned the translation of a book into the Arabic language. By the middle of the eighteenth century, the Arab presence was evident, as the surviving diaries, treatises, receipts, and records show (MSS Arab. 687, 688, 691, and the two Covenants of ‘Umar from 1561 and 1683 CE MSS Arab. 696 and 695 respectively). One manuscript, which records encounters with the ‘Urban, was collected by the shaykh deacon Neophotius, “a dignitary of Damascus in Syria, who had been one of the leading monks in Tur Sina for about fifty years” (MS Arab. 690). The inscription on the front page explains that the collection and copying of the manuscript was taken over by deacon Afrosiyus al-Halabi (the Aleppan) in order to continue writing in Arabic (bil-kitaba al-‘Arabiyya). There are other Arabic names in the manuscripts, and the numerous Arabic inscriptions around the monastic complex (which have yet to be studied fully) confirm active Arab presence. On visiting the crematorium, he saw the garment of a nasik (ascetic) that had belonged to one “called Shami” (a Damascene).
Later, and accompanied by the other pilgrims, Sabbagh climbed the mountain where he visited a small chapel: above the entrance, there was a marble plate with an Arabic inscription recording the names of the late Mikha’il Šawaya, Jibra’il Mikanna, and Nasrallah al-Shaghuri, all from Damascus, dated 1515. North of the chapel, he added, was a Frankish haykal (temple), along with a mosque for the ‘Urban.

By the middle of the eighteenth century, St. Catherine’s Monastery was prospering and safe with active Christian Arab pilgrimages. Unlike the situation in Jerusalem, there were no rival Christians laying claim to the holiness of the monastery. Pilgrims had been regularly visiting this Orthodox site, both from Arab and European regions, all contributing to the monastery’s wealth and dazzle. The constant references by Sabbagh to the gold and silver, the jewels, and the crowns confirmed for him the holiness of the monastery, where Orthodox monasticism had first been consolidated. St. Catherine’s was a wholly Orthodox site, a waqf, uncontested by other Christian denominations, and located in an Arabic-speaking region (unlike, for instance, Mount Athos). Thus, Sabbagh’s last words in the margin to encourage future pilgrims: “All that we have described can be seen by the visitors who come. God be praised.”

Two years later, on 13 April 1755, Ilyas Ghadban al-Halabi, a Greek Catholic dignitary, accompanied by two monks from the Lebanese monastery of Dhur al-Shwayr, left Aleppo on their way to the Holy Land. Ghadban returned on 27 May and wrote an account about his pilgrimage (but mentioned nothing about his companions). The account was in two parts: the actual itinerary, written in the form of a log about the route and date of the journey across Syria, Lebanon, and Palestine, the cities and villages on the road, the time spent in every place, where he and his companions slept, the churches they visited and in which sometimes they celebrated mass, and brief descriptions of non-religious sites – as for instance, the Baalbek Roman ruin, “a wonder of the world.” The longer second part consisted of detailed descriptions of holy sites, furnishing exact measurements as well as historical, contemporary, and sometimes religiously spurious information about them. Ghadban was a man of some status (one of the a’yan of Aleppo) because he was able to gain access to abbots and to local dignitaries and to stay at the house of the English consuls in Acre (twice) and in Ladhiкиyya. What his relation to the English was is not revealed, but he was on such good terms that he took letters of introduction from the consuls, which helped him enter holy sites that were largely restricted to members of specific denominations.

Most striking about this pilgrimage account was the meticulousness with which Ghadban recorded the number of sanawat ghufran (years of indulgence) he earned after visiting holy sites, ranging from three or four or seven years of indulgence to full indulgence. The exact value of the indulgences was determined by the patriarch in Aleppo, and with an eye to informing future pilgrims, Ghadban itemized the spiritual value of each site, turning the pilgrimage into a journey of indulgence collecting: “Know that when you enter the tomb [in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre] you receive full indulgence. And if you enter numerous times in the same day, each entry earns you full indulgence” (30r). But this regimentation did not detract from his deep piety in which the sensory experience of Palestine turned the land into one big relic.
For him, there was holiness in the physical objects and sites, and indulgences could be earned just by touching, or even looking from afar on churches that had been turned into mosques and which pilgrims did not enter. After reaching Jerusalem, he spent four days mahbus, in isolated solitary meditation.

Ghadban described in detail the gold and silver he saw on altars, candelabras, reliquaries, and other ecclesiastical paraphernalia, along with the marble decorations, the frescos, and the luxurious cloth. “The iconostasis is old,” he wrote, “like ours in Aleppo, but this one is heavily plated in gold” (32r). Frequently, he mentioned the expensive (mukallafat) lanterns sent by foreign royalty, confirming thereby the universal recognition of Catholic holiness. Thus, inside the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, he saw “four famous lanterns of gold, the first from the sultan of France, the second from the sultan of Naples, the third from the sultan of Austria, and the fourth from the sultan of Portugal” (29r). The Catholic potentates of Europe validated the holiness of the site; even, from Istanbul, a door made of mother-of-pearl had been sent, costing 4,000 piasters (24v). Evidently, the local monks kept record of all the gifts and proudly told their guests about the donors.

Even though he was on a pilgrimage of penance, Ghadban took time to enjoy himself: sightseeing, collecting small pebbles from churches as souvenirs, and harvesting silkworms. But his main focus was on the Christianness of holiness: as he wandered around Palestine and southern Lebanon, he confirmed an image of the land as the land of Christ. Like Bulus before him, he traveled among the Christian communities: the many churches he visited and described show how much the region was thriving with Christian life, with new and restored monasteries, and with active clergy – whose names Ghadban often mentioned. But Ghadban also showed how much tradition and legend defined the geography of Palestine, and he praised the Franciscans who had “discovered” and preserved the holy sites – “otherwise, the sites would be unknown or destroyed.”

The Franciscans, whom he met in Nazareth, had identified numerous Old and New Testament sites, such as Bayt Jala (Bayt Jala?) (11v) where Samson had killed 1,000 men with a jawbone, or the house of Dives in Jesus’s parable (Luke 16:19, 14v). The precise locations allowed Christian pilgrims like Ghadban and his companions to feel a sense of belonging in the Muslim sultan’s dominion. On her way back from Jerusalem to Bethlehem, for instance, Mary had sheltered under a batam tree as it rained and snowed – a tree that still stood and which Ghadban visited, thereby earning seven years of indulgence (13r).

Ghadban did not mention any interaction with Muslims – even though at the outset of the journey he stated that he and the pilgrims had slept twice in takiyya (hospices): evidently, the Muslim overseers had welcomed the Christian pilgrims from Aleppo – just as Bulus had been welcomed in Konya and in the Aya Sophia Mosque. But while Bulus engaged with the Muslim communities, Ghadban did not even use the word “Muslim” or “Ottoman”: instead, he used the word umam, or gentiles – the Arabic biblical translation of “gentile.” The house of Saint Veronica contained her body, “as it was said, but today the house is inhabited by the umam,” and so was the Upper Room in Jabal Suhyun (Mount Zion) which “used to be a great church
of extraordinary beauty, but now it is in the hands of the umam and no [Christian] believer can enter at the risk of losing his spiritual or physical life” (15v) – that is, conversion, or mortal punishment. However, and much as he ignored the umam, Ghadban appreciated how they shared in the veneration of “his” Christian sites. The house where Mary poured perfume on Jesus’s feet had been a church, but was now “in the possession of the umam who keep a lighted candle above the imprint of his [Jesus’s] foot” (17r-v); the tree under which Isaiah the Prophet sought shelter became a musalla (chapel), for the umam (22v); for a bribe, the umam allowed the Franciscans to celebrate mass inside a church-turned-mosque; and on the Feast of the Ascension, the monks assembled around the imprint of Jesus’s foot – which the umam protected (20r). The umam celebrated the Christians’ geography of piety, which is why, even as the sites had become Islamized, they still had the power of indulgences: for the three sites above, the pilgrim earned seven full years of indulgences for each. 67

While he did not mention Muslims directly, Ghadban was not reticent about non-Catholics. He referred to the Copts briefly, but when he reached a church near Lydda, which housed the relics of al-shahid Jawirjius, the martyr George, he did not visit it because it belonged to the mushaqin [sic] Rum (schismatics) (10r); later, he lamented the condition of the Church of St. Helena, because it was in Orthodox hands, and “not in the hands of its rightful owners” (28r). Earlier in the century, Uniates with Rome and Orthodox worshipped together, but after 1719, the former were prohibited from joining in Orthodox worship; 68 the two communities separated completely, not without acrimony in polemics, and even street fights.69 When he was welcomed by the Armenian abbot, Ghadban admired “everything in him except his faith: May God guide him to the light of [Catholic] truth” (25v). Even when he could not but defer to the Orthodox in Jerusalem, because many of the holy sites were in their possession, biyad al-Rum, he could not refrain from snickering: “The Rum visitors squeeze between two columns [in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre]: the slim visitor goes through easily but the fat one with difficulty. Sometimes the latter gets stuck and people laugh and make jokes. May God have mercy” (30r-v).

The pilgrimage accounts show a thriving Christian Arab culture in the middle of a Muslim empire. Holy sites were both accessible and flourishing to pilgrims from Mosul to Shaghur to Jerusalem to Sinai, and the Palestine which Ghadban and other pilgrims visited was full of Christian-biblical history, miracles, and wonders. Even though some sites had been seized by Muslims, they still furnished indulgences: Muslim rule had not rendered the Christian imprint inefficacious. In addition, history had been preserved and could be reclaimed: When he wandered around Jerusalem, Ghadban “recalled” the “Christianity” of sites, even after a millennium of Arab-Islamic presence and over two centuries of Ottoman rule. After he visited the gates of Jerusalem, he wrote that there was “the Bayt Lahm Gate which the Islam call Bab al-Khalil, Bab al-‘Amud which the Islam call the Bab al-Sham, the Bab al-Mazabil which the Islam call Bab al-Maghariba Gate.” When Ghadban reached a well which
people called Bir Ayub (Well of Job), he promptly interjected how “the Christians [Masihiyun] knew that it was really the Well of Ezra the Priest” (22r). There were the “Christian” names and there were the “Muslim” names: by recalling the “Christian” names, Ghadban re-appropriated the sites to his own religious community. Even though Muslims were in possession of the places and their names, he as a Christian was in possession of their timeless nomenclature.

Generally, Christian Arab pilgrims encountered no linguistic differences since the Ottomans had not Turkified the region. They did not have to deal with political border crossings, nor did they have to change into different “local” clothes, as European pilgrims did. As subjects of the sultan, Christian Arabs paid less than others during their visits to holy sites,70 and if they were attacked by marauders, as priest Ilyas reported, they had guns with which to fight back. Traveling from Aleppo or Damascus or Mosul to Palestine or to Mount Sinai, the pilgrims moved in an Ottoman world that was relatively undisruptive in its culture and peoples, currencies and foods. At the same time and speaking the same language of the peoples around them, they heard stories that European Christians never heard, slept inside Muslim spaces that Europeans never entered, and engaged with the Bedouins to such an extent that the latter celebrated with them upon arrival at St. Catherine’s monastery, and even entered with them into the church. Historicizing themselves in Arabic, and treating the sites as their patria communis, the pilgrims recalled Venice and Austria and Russia, at the same time that they kissed holy stones next to fellow travelers from among the ‘Urban.

And all in the dominions of Khadim al-Haramayn – Servant of the Two Holy Shrines.
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